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With the completion of the fourth time restructure in telecommunication industry,
the competition among three full-service telecom operators has been gradually
concentrated on marketing and service. Nowadays, domestic operators are
transforming their operation mode from "product independent operation" to fusion
mode of "client-centered". New business models and increasingly fierce
competition environment bring more requirements and challenges on
management of telecommunication. Telecom is one of domestic the earliest
industries to begin to information. Its internal business support systems save
growing vast amounts of user data, such as billing system, business and
accountings system, CRM system, network management system, customer
service system and so on. When operators face the magnitude of the customer
information, all operator enterprises pay more attentions on the problem that how
to extract effective information to assist enterprises to formulate marketing
strategy, customer churn warning, the enterprise operational risk analysis and
other productive activities.
This dissertation mainly studies the specific application in Xinjiang Unicom market
operations of the data mining and related technologies. By exploring the data
mining techniques and the architecture and data processing of China Unicom's
operation analysis system, with combination of basic theories of data mining, data
warehouse and data marts, it combs the actual business requirements of Xinjiang
Unicom in marketing, such as the theme analysis and thematic analysis.
Meanwhile, it researches the process of data collection, cleaning, and loading
thus generating data warehouse from the operations support, network
management, customer relationship management, financial management and
other data sources. Then it focuses on the process of using data mining













important marketing activities, such as "customer understand", "mobile
newspaper marketing", "cofferdam plan".
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